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Annotation

A3

The A3 gained in this question is from (a). The explanation identifies
one of the two components (government spending but not export
receipts) affected and explains the effect on aggregate demand and
price level. To gain an M5 the candidate would have needed to identify
export receipts as a secondary cause. The candidate did not get an
A4 as part b(i and ii) is wrong. The candidate did not read the question
and note that the scenario was the increase in commercial property
costs and instead discussed the effect on consumption of rising
residential house prices.

A4

To gain an A4 the candidate requires three of the answers at
Achievement level; this candidate gains all five, however does not
provide explanations for any at Merit level. In (a) the candidate only
identifies one component of aggregate demand (consumption) when
investment was also needed. In (b) the candidate identifies whether
each group is better or worse off correctly but only gives the reason for
the decision (e.g. savings is eroded in value or the value of their debt
is decreased). The candidate does not give an outcome for each
group, thus for savers the fact that purchasing power is decreased or
that for borrowers they can pay their debt back quicker is not
explained.

A4

The candidate gains an A4 for this question from two correct
explanations, one in (a) and the other in b(i). In (a) the the candidate
correctly explains that the rate of inflation must be higher than the
increase in nominal wages for real wages to rise but does not link this
to the decrease in purchasing power. Poor definitions of nominal and
real wages (including or not including inflation is not enough for an
accurate definition) also mean this answer does not gain a Merit. In
b(i) the candidate correctly explains that different inflation rates are
caused by different spending, but though they try the candidate does
not compare this accurately to inflation as measured by the CPI. The
answer for b(ii) is wrong as the candidate compares living standards
through income levels rather than inflation rates caused by different
expenditure.

